12:15pm
Does she know I got the reply?
11:15am
Does he know I got the ack?
11:45am
Bob and Alice wish to meet for lunch at "La Tryste". They communicate by e-mail, which is known to lose messages.
System model:
• 
Models of Distributed Computing

Point-to-point networks
Properties of failure-free point-to-point networks
• Process specifications:
If a process has not reached a final state, eventually it will execute another step. • Process q receives message m from p at most once and only if p has previously sent m to q.
• If p sends m to q and q takes infinitely many steps, then q eventually receives m from p. 
Models of Distributed Computing Synchrony considerations
A. Synchronous network model:
Known upper bound on time required for a process to execute a local step.
Known upper bound on message transmission delay.
Can assume that processes have perfectly synchronised physical clocks. In practice, when the two previous properties hold, approximately synchronised (with a known bounded drift > 0, from each other or from real time) clocks can be implemented --they are more realistic; perfectly synchronised clocks are simpler for models. 
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B. Asynchronous network model:
No bound on time to execute a local process step; however, time to execute a local step is finite.
No bound on message transmission delay.
Cannot assume the existence of perfectly or approximately synchronised physical clocks (that measure real time). Note: may have logical clocks.
the most general model --an algorithm designed for asynchronous systems also works in synchronous systems. the most general model --an algorithm designed for asynchronous systems also works in synchronous systems.
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Unfortunately, some very basic computational problems cannot be solved in asynchronous systems… in a fault-tolerant manner (in the presence of failures) and with a deterministic algorithm It is crucial to be clear and precise about these matters as they affect whether: an algorithm works in a given system a computational problem is solvable in a given system
